IMMIGRANTS ARE INDISPENSABLE TO THE WORKFORCE:
FINANCE/INSURANCE SECTOR

IMMIGRANTS ACCOUNT FOR:
14% OF THE FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, RENTAL & LEASING INDUSTRY
13% OF THE U.S. POPULATION
17% OF THE TOTAL U.S. WORKFORCE

OUT OF ALL IMMIGRANT WORKERS IN THE NATION, 5.5% WERE EMPLOYED IN THE FINANCE & INSURANCE SECTOR (COMPAARED TO 6.8% OF ALL U.S.-BORN WORKERS)

33% OF 2017’S FORTUNE 500 FINANCE & INSURANCE COMPANIES WERE FOUNDED BY A 1ST- OR 2ND-GENERATION IMMIGRANT

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE WAS THE TOP OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY FOR COLLEGE-EDUCATED IMMIGRANTS FROM EUROPE & MEXICO FROM SOUTH AMERICA
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